Defining and advancing a systems approach for sustainable cities
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The sustainable development of cities is increasingly recognized as crucial to meeting collectively agreed sustainability goals at local, regional and global scales, and more broadly to securing human well-being worldwide. The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) include a goal on cities (Goal 11), with most other goals and targets have urban applications and multi scalar implications for their implementation. Further, the interdependencies — including synergies and trade-offs — among the various SDGs are greater in cities, presenting both challenges and opportunities. A systems approach is urgently needed in urban research and policy analysis, but such an approach rarely features in current analysis or urban decision-making for various reasons. This paper explores four questions: why a systems approach is necessary, what defines such an approach, why has this rarely been adopted in practice, and what can be done to promote its use. We argue that a systems approach can reveal unrecognized opportunities to maximize co-benefits and synergies, guide management of inevitable trade-offs, and therefore inform prioritisation and successful solutions. We present four key issues for the effective implementation of the SDGs and the New Urban Agenda, which emerged from UN Habitat III Conference, namely: (a) a radical redesign of the multilateral institutional setup on urban issues; (b) promoting regenerative culture, behaviour, and design; (c) exploring ways to finance a systems approach; and (d) a new and enhanced role for science in sustainable development. The latter issue could be addressed through Future Earth’s Urban Knowledge-Action Network, which aims at co-designing and co-producing cutting-edge and actionable knowledge for sustainable cities bringing together researchers and urban decision-makers and practitioners.
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Importance of the systems approach
Rapid urbanization is one of the most important social transformations in human history [17], with cities playing an increasingly important role in global change through a multiplicity of social, economic, and biophysical processes across diverse spatial and temporal scales [2,3,4]. The world’s cities occupy just three per cent of the earth’s land, but account for about 75 per cent of global final energy consumption and carbon emissions [5,6]. Thus, the collective actions of cities will determine whether the world as a whole moves towards sustainability in all its manifestations — economic, social, and environmental.

Given the foreseeable challenges related to the increase in urban growth and urbanization, developing sustainable and resilient cities has become increasingly crucial, as recognized in Goal 11 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [7], which calls for ‘making cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable’. Indeed, most SDG goals and targets are directly relevant to urban decision-makers [8]. Cities typically offer a good starting point for implementing most SDGs, as the local scale is where inequity and dysfunctionality, which is often concealed in national data aggregations, become apparent. Furthermore, the range and complexity of interdependencies between the various SDGs, including synergies and trade-offs, are greatest in cities.

Such complexity creates considerable challenges — but also significant opportunities — for urban research, decision-making, and practice. Political and institutional actions at the municipal scale have unique potential to catalyse national and global change. Whereas national governments act remotely, city governments are generally in direct contact with their constituents, and are embedded in their local urban geographic and social context. While often constrained by capacity limitations, there is a greater diversity of city governments with some can innovate and may have more flexibility to act responsibly, as evidenced by the actions instituted by mayors globally. For example, the mayor of Bogotá, Colombia, instituted a series of transport-related initiatives in the late 1990s, including an advanced bus rapid transit system (BRT), bicycle paths and pedestrian zones. The focus on sustainable urban design turned out to be the right intervention point, as manifested by the city’s transformative changes, including lowered greenhouse gas emissions and reduced commuting times and traffic fatalities to decreases in crime, higher land values, and a perception of greater social justice [9].

Cities cannot act alone to achieve global urban change. Many of the decisions and feedbacks that give rise to urban dynamics take place beyond urban boundaries, and involve actors and institutions outside the city. These feedbacks can span several jurisdictions, operate simultaneously both locally and at a distance, often involve non-linear processes, and frequently give rise to unintended and displaced consequences. Such unintended consequences, or ‘side effects’, often arise due to a lack of appreciation for systemic interactions of actions taken at points widely separated in space and time, complicating interpretations of cause and effect [9]. Multi-scale governance capacity is one important means to address this issue and facilitate an appreciation for such systemic interactions that can then be acted upon.

Cities are complex social– ecological–technological systems where numerous actors and processes interact, often across geographic, institutional and governance scales [10]. Such complex causal structures often imply trade-offs between the positive and negative consequences of policy actions, and a strong path-dependency exemplified by the near irreversibility of the built environment and land-use pattern. The latter are often unanticipated because of siloed views of the system or incomplete understanding of complexity, producing negative policy surprise. For instance, urban planning influences the amount of green space in a city, altering urban heat island effects and consequently energy demands from buildings. Yet these factors are also affected by building design and energy efficiency and, inevitably, building codes [11**]. Another example of a ‘side effect’ due to the siloed approach to systemic urban problems would be road building programs intended to relieve chronic traffic congestion but instead result in suburban sprawl and further increase traffic congestion [12]. As such, achieving sustainability in cities requires that interlinked planning and regulatory actions be tackled simultaneously and considered for their long-term impacts, and preventative rather than remedial actions are required. The traditional fragmented approach foregoes numerous synergistic benefits arising from coordinated action across sectors; as such, individual sensible actions often fail to have the intended effect if changes on other parts of the system are not implemented at the same time (e.g. widened roads just result in more traffic, unless public transport is enhanced in a coordinated way). Indeed, in a world with 17 SDGs, the potential for harnessing positive synergies, may be an even greater motivating factor for using a systems approach than the identification of negative/cautionary trade-offs [13*,14].

A systems approach is economically sustainable as it is inclusive of different types and a wider range of economic values attached to goods and services provided by urban system functions. These values include, for example, recreational values of urban parks, cultural values of urban areas and buildings, value created by urban regulation functions which are a precondition for mobility and communication and exchange activities, or value of providing services such as water purification and waste management. Although these economic values are sometimes incommensurable, taking them into account and including them in decision making, demonstrate a systems approach and makes a city system less polluting, less unequal, and ecologically and economically more sustainable. ‘Valuation processes can be seen as a form of regulatory adaptation by serving as a mechanism to provide feedback in a system where production and consumption, trade and exchange are so distant and complex that they undermine perceptions of the impacts of habits and behaviour on the environment [15].’

City governance increasingly involves separation and specialization of bureaucratic departments. Each of these departments deal with a specific urban sector, such as water, transportation, electricity, parks, food, health, etc., with little to no coordination let alone communication among them. This fragmented institutional structure reflects both the need for increasingly specialized knowledge and the sheer scale of the challenges of modern
urban management [16]. Yet such approach ultimately leads to problem translocation, as actions confined within a particular sector often do not result in the desired outcomes due to negative externalities manifested in other parts of the city or even beyond the city. What’s more, blame avoidance and scapegoating among different sectoral units tend to be widespread in fragmented governance structures. Silo-thinking in urban governance and institutions preclude thoughtful management of interactions across scales, among sectors and over time; thus, preventing generation and implementation of holistic solutions.

Institutional and governance fragmentation is equally reflected in urban research, where efforts often focus on identifying cause-and-effect relationships within the boundaries of individual sectors, for example, land use, transport, air pollution, sewage, and so on (but see [17]). Although much research has been devoted to sector-level analyses, little attention has been paid to the interactions among disparate urban sectors (infrastructural or institutional). For example, evidence increasingly shows that sustainable positive health outcomes in the urban context require a systems approach that integrates perspectives from urban planning, design, mobility, sanitation, and environmental science [18,19,20]. With this perspective in mind, Future Earth’s Urban Knowledge-Action Network, launched at the Habitat III Conference, could represent an integrative and transdisciplinary approach to engage researchers, policymakers and other stakeholders on urban issues at various levels, thus facilitating the knowledge co-production needed to address urban challenges. The Urban Knowledge-Action Network (Urban KAN) aims at connecting scientists from all fields to leaders in the public and private sectors, civil society, funding agencies and other arenas in order to apply a systems approach to co-design relevant research questions that will lead to producing actionable knowledge at the urban level. This paper is one of the first efforts of the Urban KAN.

**Defining a systems approach in cities**

Systems thinking allows us to imagine cities in their multifarious manifestations, as geophysical spaces, physical infrastructures, economic relationships, social entities, and cultural practices. The systems approach entails recognizing several important system characteristics of a city, as illustrated in Figure 1:

- Cities are open systems, continually exchanging resources, products and services, waste, people, ideas and finance with the broader world [21,22].
- Cities are complex, self-organizing, adaptive, and constantly evolving [23–28].

**Figure 1**

Urban system structure and interlinkages, with the left component focusing more on the internal structure, and the right one highlighting external linkages and interactions of cities. The symbols represent actors/constituents, structure, and processes across physical/built, social/economics, and ecological subsystems. The arrows represent complex processes and linkages within and between cities, and between cities and their hinterlands. The actors and constituents are typically self-organizing, and the structure, processes and linkages and functions are dynamic and evolving, with non-linear pathways.
• Cities encompass multiple actors with varying responsibilities, capabilities and priorities, as well as processes that transcend the institutional compartmentalization of city administration [29**,30].
• Cities are embedded in broader ecological, economic, technical, institutional, legal and governance structures that often constrain their systemic function, which cannot be separated from wider power relations [31–37].
• Urban processes — physical, social, and economic — are causally interlinked, with interactions and feedbacks that result in both intended and unintended consequences [17,38,39].

Such characteristics need to be accounted for in decision-making. In terms of implementing systems approaches in urban practice, the following high-level principles, although not exclusive to systems approach, are important:

• Context: A systems approach begins by a sound understanding of the genesis of current systems structure-social, economic, ecological, political, and dynamics within and beyond the city.
• Vision: A systems approach in cities should allow for exploration of plausible and desirable visions of possible futures by the variety of stakeholders affected by urban system functioning. A process of co-design and co-production can give rise to novel ideas and the emergence of solutions, as well as increase the likelihood of collective buy-in on shared goals.
• Goals: A systems approach should have a clear set of goals. In particular, it is critical to specify a clear objective and priorities, and identify what must be included and what can be excluded, across what spatial and temporal scales. Such specifications and priorities are important in practice, to avoid being overwhelmed by the complexity or falling into the paralysis by analysis. Lack of clarity or agreement on these points and the normative assumptions underneath, often leads to confusions and conflicts, which tend to replicate themselves in the system.
• Actors: A systems approach must engage a wide cross-section of urban decision-making agents and stakeholders, across the public, private, community and household sectors. Involving higher-level governance structures, for example, is important if innovative practice arising from a systems-based project is to be up-scaled [40].
• Diversity/interdependencies: A systems approach should acknowledge, on the one hand, that urban system functions derive from a diversity of constituents, which needs to be recognized and accounted for and, on the other, that complex feedback mechanisms may drive inequity. Effective application of the systems approach can empower disadvantaged groups by addressing the systemic causes of inequalities and disparities.
• Flexibility/adaptability: Solutions derived from systems approach are not fixed in time or space, but need to be flexible to account for new challenges and opportunities [41]. Issues must be effectively — and adaptively — framed, adjusted regularly on the basis of new challenges, experience, learning.

In practice, the approach will vary depending on the task at hand, and will be constrained by the specific governance structure and larger set of systems in which a particular city is embedded. Box 1 illustrates a systems approach to issues of urban health and wellbeing.

Box 1 Definition of a systems approach for urban health and wellbeing [42].

A systems approach to urban health and well-being would (i) perceive the city as a complex adaptive system; (ii) integrate human health concerns into urban system function (structure and processes), and; (iii) address collective knowledge creation in science and society (International Council for Science ICSU Urban Health and Wellbeing Programme).

From the standpoint of society, taking a systems approach would mean: (1) co-producing knowledge for and about urban areas across broad domains of expertise and practice (e.g., research and urban governance); (2) recognizing how particular urban system functions and lifestyles are connected to particular outcomes (including environmental, social, economic and health-related); (3) raising awareness and understanding of the interconnections and relationships between and among particular urban outcomes; (4) creating demand and opportunities for entrepreneurship and business and civil society engagement in service of desirable sustainable development outcomes; (5) creating networks of systems thinkers and agents of change who recognize similar goals related to sustainable urban development.

For research, a systems approach means:
(1) the development of new conceptual models of the processes leading to sustainable environmental, development and health in urban settings that incorporate dynamic relations.
(2) the use of systems tools and formal simulation models, such as agent-based models, systems dynamic models, or other systems modelling tools to better understand the functioning of the integrated urban, environmental, social and health systems or predict changes to economic, social development, environment and health under various hypothetical interventions;
(3) the integration of various sources and types of data (including spatial, visual, quantitative and qualitative data) in the conceptual models and/or the formal simulation models as well as the identification of important data gaps that need to be filled in order to advance understanding of how the system works.
(4) addressing co-design/co-production of knowledge with non-research stakeholders. Systems approaches are indeed about (a) conceptualization/framing from a systems perspective; (b) analytical methods to manage complexity, and; (c) integration of various sources of data, but they are also indispensably about; (d) broad engagement across (inter-disciplinary) and beyond (trans-disciplinary) and sector boundaries.
(5) thinking explicitly about suites of linked responses rather than singular silver bullets.
Barriers to implementing a systems approach in cities

Current practices of urban governance tend to be inefficient, rarely taking full advantage of potential synergies and often producing unsatisfactory outcomes. Among the major barriers to adoption of systems approaches are:

a. **Institutional evolution/behaviour**: There are historical and practical reasons for the fragmentation in urban governance (and indeed in governance at large) and research, which hinders systems approaches [16,43,44]. In particular, the increasing scale and complexity of cities has led either to the development of specialized institutions, each dealing with a particular feature of urban life or competing and overlapping responsibility for managing the city with no clear points of accountability. It is important to understand what evolutionary pressures generate siloed behaviour and, in contrast, how restructuring governance can enable behavioural and institutional change towards systemic thinking. In the meantime, the potential roles of non-governmental actors, e.g., representing the corporate sector, communities and civil society, are insufficiently understood, are poorly recognized and may be under or, as in the case of incapacitated states, over utilized [45,46].

b. **Failure to recognize the systemic nature of cities**: the traditional view of cities in primarily geographic terms is inadequate. While the concept of ‘place’ in terms of the unique character, context, and capacities of specific localities is a critical corollary to the systems approach, cities are too often conceptualized as places like any other [23,47,48]. In fact, the urban environment represents a critical juxtaposition of multidimensional causal structures, which cannot be characterized in one-dimensional terms. As long as such characterizations prevail, it is difficult to demonstrate the need for systems approaches. Furthermore, silos in urban research and management tend to reinforce sector based actions than an integrated one, as disciplinary or sectoral expertise is seen by practitioners as sufficient to resolving problems in their own fields.

c. **Inadequacy of mental models**: The behaviour of complex systems is inherently difficult to understand and manage. Existing concepts and labels that are used to categorize and understand urban phenomena often turn out to be inadequate and unhelpful [49], and new models are often called for [50]. The mental and logistical effort required to expand mental models by creating linkages across sectors and learning from new partners with different worldviews, and the time required for this, hinder the adoption of systems approaches. This increased investment is usually in stark contrast to urban managers’ needs for immediate actions and simple narratives. Yet inadequate mental models would inevitably give rise to unintended undesirable consequences and thus are liable to result in wasted efforts and resources. New and shared mental models of urban systems and effective communication of them are often necessary for transformational change.

d. **Lack of incentives**: There is a general lack of incentive or institutional support for urban decision-makers to think beyond individual sectors and adopt systems approaches. Managers focus on sectoral goals where cross-sectoral negative externalities are typically not taken into consideration, thus effective leverage points that may become apparent only through a synergistic effort are rarely recognized and acted upon. For example, mainstreaming ecosystem-based adaptation remain a challenge, despite evidences supporting such [51]. In some developing cities, the lack of incentive for systems-informed decision making is not because of vested interests of specialist gatekeeping. Rather, it centers on the inability to bridge the gap between low levels of capacity and training among politicians and civil servants, the paucity of reliable information that is required for responsible multidimensional systems analyses.

e. **Inadequate decision-support systems**: There is a need for new data collection, much wider scientific deliberation about metrics that are available or chosen as indicators for sustainable development and the data collected on the basis of these choices, and a better capacity for spatial and statistical disaggregation of urban data. Modelling serves as a vehicle to facilitate informed conversation, and thus shared understanding of a problem and potential solutions [52]; dynamic modelling and simulation is a valuable tool that provides insight into systems functioning, and the identification of the most worthwhile policy options [28]. However, modelling to support decision-making is often flawed by limited and non-representative data and capacity for disaggregation at appropriate spatial and statistical levels, and often confined to sectoral expertise. In most African and many Asian cities, the data is simply not available [53]. It is critical to bring diverse stakeholders into the modelling process early on, both to ensure buy-in/ownership and to take advantage of their unique perspectives and knowledge of the urban system, without which mischaracterization of the system and negative unintended outcomes are likely. Additionally, limited financing mechanisms and institutions able to support transformative changes and lack of effective cross city/project learning exacerbate the latter.

f. **Path-dependency and lock-in**: Urban physical, institutional, and cultural development is typically path-dependent, often leading to lock-in of infrastructure, inertia in practice, persistence of social stratification and limited social buy-in to the sustainability agenda [54]. Once in place, it is hard to reverse such urban
features, even where a systems approach would indicate better solutions.

The way forward: promoting a systems approach

Some cities have recognized the importance of adopting systems approaches in urban decision-making, and have thereby generated positive outcomes. For example, Yogyakarta City in Indonesia adopted a participatory approach that mobilizes multiple stakeholders across the water supply, waste management, sanitation, and health sectors to identify and implement appropriate dengue management interventions in the city and surrounding area, with corresponding reductions in disease [11**]. In China, increasing urban flood risk has led to the cities to look beyond traditional infrastructure solutions and explore the concept of ‘sponge city’, where nature-based solutions are combined with various technological solutions to enhance the ability for cities to absorb rainfall and reduce flood. In Bandar Lampung, Indonesia, analyses of flood safety and security revealed that unregulated dumping of waste in drainage channels, canals and rivers (infrastructure networks) had severely compromised the existing urban drainage system, contaminated the freshwater, and led to an increase in the prevalence of waterborne diseases. In response, the city developed a city-wide integrated solid waste management plan to decrease the risk of flooding and spread of waterborne diseases [55].

For the systems approach to become a norm in urban practice, some fundamental changes that address the kind of barriers discussed above will be needed. While solutions will vary, we consider a few strategic responses critical in this respect, and these are shown in Table 1 matched to the barriers identified in the previous section, that each addresses.

Radical redesign of urban institutional structures and processes

In large-scale policy and practice processes, such as the Rockefeller 100 Resilient Cities project (Rockefeller 100 Resilient Cities project; URL: http://www.100resilientcities.org/) there has been a growing need to understand the governance implications of a shift towards sustainable, resilient cities. A complex systems framework, along with an understanding of urban resilience and sustainability as features that promote plurality and redundancy in institutional structures and diversity in development and transformation pathways, can introduce new perspectives into urban planning and practice [56]. For example, the tension between efforts to increase efficiency in urban systems and the consequent loss of redundancy and resilience represents a challenge that is difficult to address with current paradigms of urban planning and practice. One way of addressing the conflict is to acknowledge the importance of a coordinated plurality of institutional arrangements and community initiatives. For example, planners might search for sustainable and resilient solutions to urban problems through a co-production process running parallel to streamlined planning efforts, allowing for multiple solutions to be experimented with across the urban landscape (i.e., through collaborative and polycentric governance).

Centralized urban governance can permit bold actions to be quickly taken, but often requires enhanced accountability. In contrast, a more decentralized governance framework involving the devolution of power to citizens and the promotion of polycentric governance structures has the potential to enhance resilience, as no single entity would control the whole system (i.e., subsidiarity principle). Rather, governance would occur in networks of interlocking arrangements that enhance resilience from the bottom up. For such decentralized governance systems to work, workplace approaches would need to be devised to encourage coordinated action towards shared systemic goals and principles. In addition, the benefits of polycentrism are only realised if there are explicit processes in place to ensure there is learning across the diversity of experiments. One important pressing research task is to understand under which conditions and to what extent polycentric governance facilitate developing systems-analytic perspective on the part of decision makers [57–59]. This would include a better understanding of the type of activities that might be best governed (or in some cases ungoverned, that is, participatory, collaborative, polycentric, governance) at what levels and in what ways, as there are valid governing practices at all scales from international to local.

To achieve sustainability and resilience, urban planning need to incorporate a large nested hierarchy of spatial scales, taking into account the external connections and impacts of cities. Collaboration across a global system of cities could and should provide a new component of a governance framework to manage resource chains for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Proposed changes (letters) to address the major barriers to adoption of systems approaches. Each letter corresponds to the following proposed changes (as presented in the paper) — A: Radical redesign of urban institutional structures and processes; B: Promoting regenerative cultures, behaviours and design; C: Financing of systems approaches in urban governance; D: Stronger science-policy-practice linkages.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to adoption of systems approach</td>
<td>Proposed changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional evolution/behaviour</td>
<td>A, B, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to recognize the systemic nature of cities</td>
<td>A, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of required mental models</td>
<td>A, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of incentives:</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate decision-support systems</td>
<td>C, D,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-dependency and lock-in</td>
<td>A, B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sustainability and resilience. In this way, planners and policy makers can create a more inclusive process to determine which potential pathways will offer the most desirable sustainability and/or resilience outcomes [55].

Promoting regenerative cultures, behaviours and design
Culture is an essential but under explored or utilized dimension of health and sustainability. ‘Culture’ refers to both the aggregated patterns of daily life, commerce, and governance, that is, the way things are done in practice in a particular place, and to ‘arts-based culture’ where artists, architects, and designers shape public perception and experience. Urban resilience requires a culture of sustainability. Urban planning has been recognized as an instrument for promoting sustainable development. Several central business districts in Finland were designed to facilitate environmental sustainability [60]. The Istanbul Water Front used social and cultural elements to regenerate urban areas with positive impact on the historic environment, local community and economy [61]. Red Town area of Shanghai was developed using arts for regenerating the city. It represented a shift from purely technical and episodic artistic interventions, to organized construction of creative industry spaces [62]. Regenerative ecological industrial development represents an emerging paradigm for sustainable renewal of communities devastated by the multiple crises in our ecological, economic, social and cultural systems.

Regenerative design applies ‘systems thinking’ to design processes and outcomes instead of the tendency to design objects in isolation. Its goal is to integrate natural and human systems in ways that minimize disruptions in the ecosystem, and restore or revitalize sources of energy and materials within the system. This is a cradle to cradle philosophy of design with a closed loop input–output model [63]. Our challenge likewise is to find occasions for melding social, cultural, artistic sensibilities and aesthetic inquiry with scientific and technological pursuit of efficiency and objectivity, to create both rationally sound and emotionally compelling sustainable urban communities.

Designing spaces with intended behaviours can induce pro socio-environmental behaviours and reinforce such values. A number of experiments have been implemented in designing public spaces to invoke socially and ecologically friendly behaviours. For example, many studies show that stair use will increase when the aesthetics of a stairwell are pleasing, this is an alternative which Dalhousie University in Halifax has been contemplating for one of their buildings [64]. The Echigo-Tsumari Art Fields use landscape art installations to recover memory and history of their region to offer a community narrative and attract visitors and volunteers to their community. Thus viewing humans, communities and cultures, as integral elements of systems design is critical for urban development.

Financing of systems approaches in urban governance
Systems approaches do not necessarily require additional funding. In fact, a careful systems consideration and approach might save cost in practice by eliminating duplication and unnecessary repetition abundant in siloed infrastructure management or by aligning initiatives by multiple partners. For example, it is estimated that the long-term development visions of Chinese cities are adding up towards supporting a population of more than 3 billion, which is more than twice the nation’s total population. Better inter-city coordination, which is one of the important elements of systems approach at a larger scale, would prevent over competition and direct the investment into more effective urban planning and governance. The challenge, however, is that such savings might only be realised over the long run and beyond the immediate project level.

Nonetheless, a more innovative financing mechanism for urban research and practice can be an important instrument for change [65]. To begin with, designing different funding mechanisms is critical as systems approaches will not be widely adopted without inter-disciplinary research funding and proper incentives for coordinated decision-making at urban scale. For example, a small percentage of urban development funds should be dedicated to studying the behaviour of urban systems (i.e., how urban areas function in all their complexity), and long-term evaluation and monitoring of system level costs and benefit. Such dedicated funds might be pooled to support larger research projects that are targeted at fundamental problems that might be beyond the immediate concern of a typical urban development project. In addition, investment in developing systems monitoring and decision supporting tools will enable the true impact of urban activities as well as the potential benefits of a systems approach to be measured and clearly demonstrated. There is as well a need to not only rethink about financing the systems response but about reshaping how the research bodies and institutions own mental models in order to help create a systemic culture for researchers and practitioners.

Stronger science-policy-practice linkages
To achieve the urban SDG, a closer science–policy–practice linkage that builds systems capacity and evidence needs to be promoted. There is much expertise on urban areas, but typically it is fragmented by disciplines and sectors, and the extent to which researchers are engaged in the policy-making processes remains unclear [10,66]. There are knowledge gaps in terms of understanding the interface, interactions, and interdependencies among factors that both drive and are driven by urbanization as well as among different sectors within
an urban system. As such, decision-making cannot be informed in ways that maximize the synergies or minimize tradeoffs between these different sectors. Cities learn from each other much more effectively than they could from scientific literature (which is positive), but research can help facilitate and accelerate such cross learning. There are many innovative practices adopted by cities that have the potential to be up-scaled into systemic changes, but, first, an effective mechanism to extract and share learning is needed [30, 67].

An integrative, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary community of scholars, able to engage decision-makers and other stakeholders on urban issues at all relevant levels (local, national, regional, global), needs to be fostered. As Frantzeskakia and Kabisch [68] point out, urban environmental problems are not only for experts to solve but are relevant to a wide array of actors at various urban scales. Thus, the knowledge required to solve such challenges need to arise from co-designed and co-produced narratives with a solution-oriented approach. Therefore, an effective mechanism that helps mobilize a wide array of urban stakeholders is called for to facilitate knowledge co-production, which will in turn enhance the role of science in urban policy processes [69**]. In 2016, at the Habitat III conference, Future Earth (www.futureearth.org) launched the Urban Knowledge-Action Network (Urban KAN), which will connect scientists from a broad range of disciplines (natural, social, humanities, architecture, design, etc.) to leaders in the public and private sectors, civil society, funding agencies and other arenas to build solutions for creating more liveable, sustainable and equitable cities. It aims at applying a systems approach to urban policy, practice, and knowledge co-development to co-design relevant research questions that will lead to producing actionable knowledge. It will also foster a cohort of urban decision-makers and practitioners that connect to researchers to implement reliable and effective solutions for cities. As such, because of its focus on bridging the gaps between different disciplines, sectors, and communities, Future Earth, through its Urban KAN, offers an elegant and unique way to mobilize the stakeholders needed to address the complex challenges that cities are faced with, including that of implementing a systems approach.

Conclusion

Urbanization is increasingly recognized as one of the biggest challenges of our time as well as one of the most effective leverage points for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Cities as systems demonstrate a high level of complexity of interdependencies — including synergies and trade-offs — that represents both challenges and opportunities. We argue that a systems approach can reveal unrecognized opportunities to maximize co-benefits and synergies, guide management of inevitable trade-offs, and therefore is far more likely to deliver successful solutions than reactive interventions undermined by inadequate supporting action plans. This systemic approach could help avoid unintended consequences, which in turn can drive building more economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable and equitable cities.

Building sustainable and equitable cities is at the heart of the New Urban Agenda [70], which has been adopted at the UN Habitat III Conference in October (Quito, Ecuador). Although lacking in many current urban decision-making processes, the New Urban Agenda recognizes the importance of adopting systems approach that involve the different sectors and stakeholders. For the effective implementation of the SDGs and the New Urban Agenda, we consider the following aspects as key to implementation of a systems approach: (a) redesign the urban institutional setup; (b) promote regenerative culture, behaviour, and design; (c) explore ways to finance systems approach; and (d) facilitate a new and enhanced role of sciences in policy and practice (science–policy–practice continuum). The Urban Knowledge-Action Network of Future Earth is designed to respond to these challenges and to provide the knowledge to implement the urban-related aspects of the SDGs and the New Urban Agenda.
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